
Passport 

 

Objective 

Find all Passport locations and return to the starting/respawn point. Maps of all passport locations are 

necessary before the start.  Maps may be obtained either in printed form, digital SMS text, or 

downloaded from the event page. Each team will be given a fake passport, they are required to fill with 

the appropriate country stamps. All Passport Stamp locations will consist of an orange mason jar with a 

stamp from different countries to mark the Passports with. The containers will be in plain sight as much 

as possible and marked with a three-foot section of orange caution tape. After finding the last required 

country stamp return to the starting/respawn point.  Victory condition is based on time taken to find all 

Passport stamps and return to the starting point.  Teams will be ranked on completion time. 

 

Rules 

1. Each Passport Stamp location will be given by a map of the area marking the position. 

a. Teams are allowed to use any path to navigate to each Passport stamp location. 

b. Stamps are positioned to have teams crossing paths often.  Stamps will be circular in nature 

around a large play area. 

c. Stamps will be placed a similar distance from the Start/Respawn area. 

 

2. Teams are free to use any strategy such as fighting, stealth, avoidance, ambush, etc. as long as it 

would not be considered unsafe or unethical, use common sense. 

 

3. Any hit that impacts the body, gear, or clothing is an elimination. This includes shoes, backpacks, 

hands, Etc.… 

a. Gun hits do not count, however blind firing is not allowed and the shooter must be in control of 

each round fired. 

b. If eliminated players must call out “hit” and pull a red dead flag to signify their elimination.  

Dead rags will be handed out to players without one. 

 

4. Teams will be given 2 medical bands at the start of the game. 

 

5. If during combat a team is in the situation of having one player eliminated and another player alive, 

the following conditions apply. 

a. The eliminated player must remain in place with their red dead flag visible.  The player is not 

allowed to communicate in any form to his teammate other than being able to call out “hit” 

upon being eliminated.  Also, to inform a team mate of where their medical band is located. 

b. The eliminated player is not allowed to change his position.  The only exception to this is if the 

player finds himself in the line of fire and is not able to get below it they can move a reasonable 

distance to get out of line of fire.  However, they must return to the original position before 

they can be revived. 



c. If the alive team member is able to make it to the eliminated team mate, and revive them by 

applying one of the supplied medical bands, the eliminated team mate may rejoin the game.  

Only the live player is permitted to apply the medical band. 

d. Once the medical band is applied, the eliminated player must remove and or conceal their red 

dead flag, and are considered a live player and may continue combat. 

e. Medical bands may be applied to the same team mate more than once. 

f. Medical bands must be displayed in a place they can be visible to other teams (usually an arm).  

They do not have to necessarily cover the place of the bb contact, only signify that a revive has 

taken place. 

g. While medical bands are not in use they can be carried either split between teammates, or 

both with one team member.  If an eliminated team member is carrying the medical bands a 

live team mate must recover them in order for them to be used.  Eliminated players can inform 

their teammate of where the band is located, but may not get it out themselves. 

h. If the situation comes up where a team has used up their medical bands but has one live player 

and one eliminated player the team must return to the starting/respawn point.  The live player 

must accompany the eliminated player back and maintain visible line of sight taking the 

shortest path possible back as they proceed.  The live player may continue to fight and 

eliminate other players.  If the team encounters combat in route to the starting area, the 

eliminated player must stop progress to the start/respawn point, and maintain line of sight to 

the live player until the live player becomes eliminated or can proceed.  If a team knows the 

location of a stamp and were close to getting it before the combat the live player may collect 

that stamp before heading back.  After this the team must return back to the respawn and may 

not collect any other stamps.   

i. Upon returning to the starting/respawn point teams can recycle the medical bands and store 

them back in their gear to be used again as before.  This can happen every time a team returns 

to the starting/respawn point.  Once in the respawn point teams are allowed to deal with any 

gear issues they may have.    

6. Teams must stay together throughout the entirety of the game.  Teams can perform split maneuvers 

such as flanking or setting ambushes etc. within reason but should be capable of line of sight to one 

another and may never become lost to one another.  In a situation of an injury or medical 

emergency their must always be a teammate close enough to address the situation and get help.  

7. If during a gun fight all members of a team are eliminated they must return to the starting/respawn 

point with red flags visible.  They must do this together as a group. 

a. During This penalty time teams can restock and prepare to reenter the game. 

b. Teams can leave the respawn point once both players are inside the box. 

c. Teams are still considered dead until they are approximately 70ft from the respawn box and 

70ft from the nearest team that they are aware of.  Teams must keep red dead flags over their 

heads during this time. This is to keep teams from fighting close to the respawn.  After the 70ft 

rule is satisfied teams are to call respawn and stow their red dead flags.   

8. Once a team has collected all required passport stamps they are required to return to the respawn 

point to finish their game and find out their completion rank.  If two teams enter the respawn point 

at the same time the better rank is given to which ever team gets both players in first, or has more 

live players.  If this doesn’t resolve a rank and both teams remain tied then both teams receive the 

points for the higher rank.  



9. Teams and players are NEVER allowed to shoot through or over the starting/respawn point.  Teams 

caught doing this will be eliminated from the event. 

10. Bolt Snipers and DMR’s and Support Guns are required to adhere to the FPS limits and minimum 

engagement distance rules listed below. 

a. If a team feels a violation has occurred with a sniper in a minimum engagement distance they 

can ask the teams number and log a complaint in their passport to be brought up after the 

game.  It is encouraged that teams take a picture that shows clearly where they were and 

where the sniper took the shot.  If it is disputed at the end of the game this gives a reference 

we can measure. 

b. If it is found that the team was clear of any rule violations then no penalty will be assessed. 

c. If it is found that a team has violated a rule then that team will be lowered one ranking and the 

team below them will be moved up a ranking.  A second violation will result in that player or 

team from bringing a sniper or support weapon to future events.  A third violation will result in 

that team not being invited or allowed to play in any future events. 

Registration 

Teams are required to register before the deadline before each event.  Events will be held every other 

Wednesday.  Registration deadline for each event will be the Friday 12:00pm before the event.  

Registration forms can be filled out at Salvo Airsoft or by going to Salvoairsoft.com/events/passport-4.  

Team limit is capped at 10 teams due to the layout of this game.  A confirmation will be sent out to the 

first 10 teams to get their registrations in.  If you are after the 10 teams then you will be kept on a 

reserve list and informed if a team drops out for any reason.  

If you have registered for an event and can’t make it we ask that you give as much notice to event 

coordinators as possible so we can get alternate teams in.  If you have registered for an event and are a 

no show with no notice your team will be placed at the bottom of the list for the next event. 

Game Time 

Game last approximately 1.5-2.0hrs to complete.  With this it is important that we get started on time so 

the game can get finished in a reasonable time.  Teams will be required to check into the start/respawn 

box at 12:00pm.  Teams can continue to set up gear while rules and check lists are gone over.  All 

materials will be handed out and an admin will go around and chrono check guns.  The game starts at 

12:30 sharp and no exceptions will be made for stragglers or teams still getting gear ready.  If you show 

up late to check in and the rules coverage you will not be allowed into the game. 

Gear 

1. Snipers are required to follow minimum engagement rules and carry a secondary for CQB 

engagements. 

2. DMR’s must also follow minimum engagements rules and carry a secondary for CQB and are 

limited to semi auto fire only. 

3. No grenades, flashbangs, smoke grenades or any other device that has a potential to spark a 

wild fire. 

4. ANSI rated eyewear must always be worn during the game. 

https://www.salvoairsoft.com/events/passport-4


5. Depending on map size this game can last for several hours and teams are highly recommended 

to carry hydration systems or containers on their gear.  

6. Teams should expect to be engaged in multiple fire fights before being able to make it back to 

restock ammo and supplies and therefore should be loaded out for long duration combat. 

7. Teams May stage one large size duffle or similar bag per person inside the starting/respawn 

point to organize, resupply or repair during the game.   

8. The starting/respawn point will be fenced in with orange caution tape and will be as large as 

necessary to surround teams gear with enough room for teams to get in and work around their 

area. 

9. In case of GPS locations be used, at least one GPS device is required per team.  This can be a 

dedicated GPS or smartphone with an adequate GPS app.  It is highly recommended that teams 

carry extra batteries or booster batteries for these devices.  Most modern smartphones can use 

GPS without a cell signal but will drain the battery faster. 

 

 

Feet Per Second (fps) and Minimum Engagement Distance (med) 

 

WEAPON RESTRICTIONS 

-Feet Per Second Limitations: All weapons are chrono-graphed with either .20 gram, .40 gram, or .45 

gram BBS at the Fields discretion.  HPA and Gas rifles must be chrono-graphed with .40 gram BBS to 

account for joule creep and remain under the joule limit. 

1. Pistols/Rifles under 400 FPS w.20s or 1.49j 

a. (0 ft MED on semi / 0 ft MED on Full) 

b. Players are required to be controlled while using full auto at close ranges (0-50 ft) 

 

2. DMRs (semi locked): must be under 450 FPS w/ .20s or 1.88j 

a. (50 ft MED) 

 

2. Bolt Action Sniper Rifles: must be under 550 FPS w/.20s or 2.81j 

a. (75 ft MED) 

 


